
cryolipolysis 
 the best way for body 
slimming

Sit back, relax, and say goodbye to 
stubborn fat  FreezeFats PRO

-10℃ fat freezing 4 cryo handles Fast fat removal



Triglyceride in fats will be converted into solid in particular low temperatures. 
It uses advanced Freeze fat technology to selectively target fat bulges and eliminate fat cells through a gradual process that 
does not harm the surrounding tissues, reduce unwanted fat, when fat cells are exposed to precise cooling, they trigger a 
process of natural removal that gradually reduces the thickness of the fat layer.
And the fat cells in the treated area are gently eliminated through the body’s normal metabolism process, to eliminate  unwant-
ed fat.

Introduction

Cryolipolysis is a breakthrough, 
non-invasive procedure that uses 
cooling technology to noticeably 
eliminate fat without surgery.

Principles of Treatment

Vacuum
First of all.Gel pad attach 
to target treatment area.

Cooling
Only affect fat layer without
damage to other tissues.

Apoptosis
Programmed cell death by
natural body system &
gradual release of lipids.

Delivering
Cooling energy
Precisely controlled strong
cooling energy.

RESHAPE YOUR BODY FIGURE
You'll love your cryolipolysis results every time you look in the 

mirror.

1 HOW CRYOLIPOLYSIS
WORK?



A normal
fat cell.

Cooling is 
applied,causing 
the fat cell to 
undergo natural 
cell death 
through apop-
tosis.

The fat cells die 
and begin to 
collapse.

Macrophages 
digest and 
consume the 
dead fat cells 
and lipids within 
the cells.

The dead fat 
cells and their 
contents are 
cleared through 
the lymphatic 
system.

It goes to the 
liver where it is 
processed as 
waste.

Each Cryolipolysis treatment results in a signi�cant noticeable 
reduction of fat in the treated area, typically between 20% to
40%.

What will my results be?
You may start to see changes as quickly as three weeks after your 
treatment, and will experience the most dramatic results after two 
months.
But your body will still �ush out fat cells and continues doing so for 
up to four to six months after treatment.

When will I see results?

The coolest way to lose weight NON-INVASIVE,NON-SURGERY
Cryolipolysis is a revolutionary body sculpting technique which is

non-invasive and can freeze away stubborn fat.
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Once it’s gone,it’s gone for good.

WHERE DOES
THE FAT GO?



Longer cooling plates
Maximizes treatment
area with 38% greater
cooling surface

Push-button
switch control
Patient-friendly
design

Flat applicator cup
Ideal for longer fat bulges

Unique applicator design
Easily treat hard-to-reach bulges

Touch screen on the applica-
tor
makes it easy to adjust the 
setting.

Touch screen
Speed up the blood circulation 
and oxygen to increase 
activity

Red LED light
Reduce the skin swelling in 
the freezing treatment

Green LED light

Cryolipolysis 
treatment handle

Antifreeze
membrane

Model

Size 100

Size 150

Size 200

Size 300

ETG Ⅲ(100)

ETG Ⅲ(150)

Size Photos

4*10cm

5*15cm

7*20cm

12*35cm

22*24cm

27*30cm

34*42cm

SIZE 100

SIZE 200 SIZE 300

SIZE 150

ETG Ⅲ(100)

cryolipolysis is the latest
non-surgery slimming technology most popular in European .

Freeze -10℃
Strong semiconductor cooling 
system

ETG Ⅲ(200) ETG Ⅲ(150) ETG Ⅲ(200)



EIGHT YEARS UPDATE
TO FIFTH GENERATION
18 times version upgrade  4 patent of appearance design

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015



1 Four Different Size
Cryolipolysis Handle
Four different sizes of handles which can 
apply to different parts of body according to 
the fat thickness of each client.

About our 100 size, 150 size,200 size cryolip-
olysis treatment handles. Any 2 handles 
(except the 300 size cryo handle) can work at 
the same time. Save more of your treatment 
time.  

2 Two Applicators
Working Simultaneously

3 Touch Screen on Each
Applicator
Touch screen on the applicator makes it easy 
to adjust the setting.

4Double Air Pumps
When two applicators working simultaneously, 

a single  pump is not enough, our machine 
equipped with two separate powerful air pums 

to guarantee enough vacuum pressure.

5High Quality Material &
Nice Workmanship

The machine and applicators are made of 
high quality ABS.Our assemblers are 

well-trained and responsible for the quality of 
whatever they make.

6Beautiful Exterior Design
With nice silver streamline housing and great 

details, it's sure the machine will help improve 
the image of your salons or clinics

Preheat Measure Antifreeze
membrane

Suction Freeze -10℃ Time Touch
screen



“

“

I received it yesterday cryolipolysis machine. It is different
from that normally was using. Yesterday I tried it once
and the first impression is good.

BEFORE 12 WEEKS AFTER TREATMENT AREA

BEFORE 8 WEEKS AFTER TREATMENT AREA

BEFORE 9 WEEKS AFTER TREATMENT AREA
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After treatment, targeted fat cells 
are eliminated for good.
Untreated areas will have no change 
in fat cell distribution.

MULTIPLE TREATMENT
Areas Sculpting The Body?



CRYOLIPOLYSIS
Cryolipolysis is very suitable for excess fat in stubborn areas

System Specification

▲

AC110V/220V 50-60Hz 
< 800w
10-inch wide color touch screen
-10~5℃
0-80KPa
0-120min
90KG
70KG
57*66*139(cm)

Input Voltage
Power Consumption
Screen
Cooling Temperature
Suction
Default Time
G.W.
N.W.
Packing Size

Applicator Type SIZE 100

SIZE 200 SIZE 300

SIZE 150




